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On the contrary, it was Yuan Zeyu who’s gaze deepened as he looked thoughtfully at Huang Yueli’s 

departing figure. 

Huang Yueli couldn’t be bothered to care about what others thought. Anyway, Li Moying was going to 

go back soon, so as long as she could last till then, that would do. 

So, her main energy was left on researching on how to meet Li Moying as she specially formulated 

several plans. 

Su Qingyue appeared rather worried, “Although that Fatty Wang doesn’t seem like he knows Elder 

Wang, but I heard that he was Administrator Chen’s nephew! Now that we’re under Administrator 

Chen’s charge, I wonder if this matter was spread to his ears, would he find trouble with you on behalf 

of Fatty Wang?” 

Yu Xinyang however seemed very excited, “What’s there to be afraid of? Third Miss has such strong 

ability, even if that Administrator Chen dared to, she could send him flying with one slap!” 

Huang Yueli merely smiled when she heard what he said, as she didn’t reply nor placed any concern on 

this matter. 

….. 

That night, in Administrator Chen’s courtyard. 

Fatty Wang was hugging his thigh, as he sobbed a pool of tears and mucus dripping, looking extremely 

miserable! 

“Uncle…. I’m ruined this time round! My silver wolf was killed and I’ve been burnt into this state, you 

must help me get back at her!” 

Administrator Chen looked at his charred face and had a huge fright. 

“You… what happened to you? Who injured you to this state? Have you offended any Elder’s direct 

disciples? Haven’t I told you this many times, just that little bit of ability, you can only mingle around 

among the outer disciples. Don’t go around ruffling up the inner and direct disciples, they would not 

even be the least bit scared of me, neither would they believe that you are Elder Wang’s relative!” 

Fatty Wang hurriedly explained, “Uncle, I’ve really listened to you and not go around creating trouble! 

The person who beat me up this time, is an outer disciple!” 

“What? How is that possible? Didn’t you said that your Iron Claw Silver Wolf has been killed? For outer 

disciples to injure you, that’s possible but to kill your fourth tier Iron Claw Silver Wolf? How could that 

be possible?” Administrator Chen said in astonishment. 



Fatty Wang raised his hands up to vouch, as he explained further, “Uncle, I really am not lying to you! 

The person who injured me, if the newly advanced outer disciple who just reported two days ago, I 

heard she’s one of them who passed Celestial Light Academy’s ranking examinations to join the Sect.” 

“What? Celestial Light Academy?” Administrator Chen frowned as he tried to recall, but still felt 

incredulous, “Not possible right? I’ve taken a look at the name list of those who came from Celestial 

Light Academy and among them, only Yuan Zeyu is slightly more powerful, is he the one who injured 

you? Then that would be difficult to settle! I heard that the Yuan family had an Elder in the Sect too!” 

Fatty Wang shook his head, “No, not him! It’s… it’s a sixteen or seventeen year old lady. I’ve specially 

sent someone over to check on her, she’s called Ye Xiao and her family background is very ordinary, but 

she’s a sixth grade talent!” 

Administrator Chen responded, “Ye Xiao? The one who was late because she went into Qi Deviation? 

Seems to have some impression of her.” 

Fatty Wang immediately replied, “Uncle, you must help me. I cannot be beaten up by someone for 

nothing and my silver wolf cannot die for nothing! Otherwise other people would think that Uncle your 

words are not of use at all! I’ve checked very clearly, that Ye Xiao’s family has no background, so dealing 

with her…. would definitely not cause any problems!” 

He was sure that he only needed to open his mouth to ask and Administrator Chen would immediately 

agree to it. 
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This uncle of his had always doted on him. 

If it hadn’t been for Administrator Chen’s protection, a scum like Fatty Wang would had long been killed 

by those seeking revenge on him, so how would he be able to stay so lively until today? 

But this time, Administrator Chen didn’t nod in agreement immediately, but revealed a difficult 

expression. 

“This… if you only need to give her a light punishment, that’s no problem but if you want that lass’ life or 

come out with any large actions, then this probably would be tough!” 

Fatty Wang was injury-ridden, was in extreme pain, but he still endured all of that to fawn on 

Administrator Chen. All that was just because he wanted him to help get back at her, even in his dreams, 

he wanted Huang Yueli to die immediately! 

In the end, Administrator Chen only gave him this reply and that made Fatty Wang so infuriated that he 

almost jumped up! 

“Why? Uncle? Aren’t you my biological uncle? That wretched lass killed my silver wolf! How much 

money my family had spent in order to get me that wolf, you know that best! Even I almost died in her 

hands? And you’re not going to help me at all??” 



He wailed and as he cried, he acted shamelessly, almost to the point of dropping to the ground and 

rolled about. 

Administrator Chen was helpless as he hurriedly replied, “Sigh, this child, why are you so anxious? Have I 

said that I won’t help? But I have my own difficulty as well!” 

“What difficulty?” 

“Why don’t you rack your brains and think? Today if you’re the one who injured Ye Xiao, I can help you 

torture her to death, but now she killed your silver wolf and it was right in front of so many people’s 

eyes, killing it with one strike! What did that mean? It means that her actual combat ability is at least 

fifth stage realm and above! She’s only sixteen and with such ability, it already spelt clearly that she’s an 

exceptional talent!” 

When Fatty Wang heard that, he suddenly thought of other crucial points and instantly as though struck 

by lightning, his entire body turned icy cold. 

Administrator Chen continued, “So with her innate talent, to become an inner disciple, or even a direct 

disciple, it would be a matter of fact thing. Furthermore, your battle was done openly, so many people 

had seen it. It would probably not take a few days’ time before this reaches the Sect Master or Elders’ 

ears. Now that our Sect and West Sky Region’s Sect is on bad terms, we are now eagerly seeking after 

men of worth and ability, and hearing about such a mouldable character, would they not immediately 

come and take them under their wing?” 

“But… but, what should we do then? Don’t tell me we really can’t do anything to her?” 

Administrator Chen sighed and said, “Not that there’s no other way, but we need to plan a strategy in 

advance. You should have heard about this too, Young Sect Master will be returning to the Sect on the 

day after, and all of us administrators will need to go and receive him. Right now, Young Sect Master is 

the most important person in the Sect, and moreover hadn’t he been staying in Celestial Light Sect for a 

period of time earlier? Perhaps by then he might want to meet up with those people whom he knows, 

so if we intend to deal with that lass, we must at least wait till Young Sect Master leaves.” 

Fatty Wang was so anxious that he stomp his feet, “Wait, wait, wait! When must we wait until? Just like 

what Uncle you said, if the time drags on any longer and that wretched lass is being discovered by some 

Elder and becomes a direct disciple, then we will have no way of dealing with her! We can’t even harm 

one hair of hers by then!” 

“That’s true too…..” 

Administrator Chen felt that he had some logic to his saying, and started to feel perplexed, as he 

frowned and entered into deep toughts. 

After some time, his eyes lit up and he straightened his spine. 

“I’ve got it!” 

Fatty Wang hurriedly asked, “Got what? Uncle, what idea have you thought of?” 
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Administrator Chen revealed a smile as he continued, “I’ve thought of an idea, that is to— borrow 

someone’s knife to kill another!” 

“Borrow someone’s knife to kill another? Borrow whose knife?” Fatty Wang was still puzzled. 

Administrator Chen replied, “Of course it’s to borrow Young Sect Master’s knife!” 

Fatty Wang curiously said, “Young Sect Master? But, we don’t know Young Sect Master? How would he 

possibly help us? Will he even help us kill someone?” 

Administrator Chen frowned, as he stared at Fatty Wang in a resentful look which meant that he failed 

to live up to his expectations, “You! Since young you’ve been brainless and even though you’re so old 

now, why aren’t you using your brains to think! Young Sect Master naturally won’t help us for no reason, 

so we must create a reason for him to kill Ye Xiao!” 

Fatty Wang was being scolded but he wasn’t angry at all. He only needed to think of sending that 

wretched lass who killed his silver wolf, his entire body’s blood started to boil! 

“Yes, yes, yes, Uncle please continue, I’m listening!” 

He hurriedly poured a cup of tea for Administrator Chen as he delivered it respectfully into his hands. 

Administrator Chen was satisfied with that as he continued, “The matter is very simple. Young Sect 

Master had been outside dealing with some matters recently and I heard that it was not smooth sailing, 

so he’s been throwing his temper every day. No one dared to get into his bad books as their 

consequences would be miserable. I heard that even his closest protector Mo Yi, had been locked up in 

the water jail!” 

Fatty Wang screamed in astonishment, “Even Protector Mo had been locked into the water jail? Why is 

that so? What trouble have Young Sect Master met with outside?” 

Administrator Chen glowered at him, “Who knows? Anyway it is none of our concern! What’s important 

mpw is that Young Sect Master’s temper is very bad now, and it just needs one ignition for it to light up! 

So, as long as that Ye lass clashes on to him, that wretched lass would definitely die a horrendous death! 

Furthermore, she died in Young Sect Master’s hands, which is entirely justified, so no matter how 

outstanding of a talent she is, no one would pursue Young Sect Master’s responsibility right? This way, 

they also won’t find out that we’re the ones masterminding this concert too!” 

“Right, right, right! Uncle you’re absolutely right! But, what should we do… to ensure that the Ye girl will 

definitely ruffle up Young Sect Master?” 

Administrator Chen replied, “We only need to make some slight arrangements will do… you also know 

that all newly advanced outer disciples will be arrange to do some kind of factotum, moreover this 

matter is entirely handled by me. If they won’t accept it, then they would not be able to obtain 

contribution points, and cannot cultivate! So, tomorrow, I just need to…. Arrange Ye Xiao to be 

responsible for tidying up Young Sect Master’s courtyard…..” 

“Ah??” Fatty Wang jumped up when he heard that. 



“Uncle, have you gone silly? What kind of scheme is that? Isn’t this a beautiful job? Young Sect Master’s 

courtyard seldom has anyone living in it, so it’s especially clean and doesn’t require much effort in 

cleaning. Furthermore, I heard that those outer disciples who were responsible for cleaning in the past, 

would receive pointers from the Shadow Guards and later on some of them became inner disciples! 

Such beautiful task, outer disciples are all fighting for it, even I am not in turn for it!” 

Administrator Chen gave another disapproving look which berated him for not living up to his 

expectations, as he pointed out a finger and poked Fatty Wang’s head. 

“Ugh…You… can you stop being so short sighted? You also said that was in the past! Now Young Sect 

Master’s temper is really irritable! Furthermore I heard others say that Young Sect Master had a room in 

his courtyard that absolutely was out of bounds to anyone! Whoever accidentally intruded in that room 

will be executed on the spot! We don’t need to tell that to the wretched lass will do!” 

“Young Sect Master will be back on the day after, so if he sees his secret room being touched…” 
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When Fatty Wang heard that, no matter how stupid he was, he also came around it as joy filled his eyes. 

“Yes, if Young Sect Master were to see anyone entering his room which he disallowed from entering, 

being intruded by an outer disciple who was tasked to clean up, then he would absolutely fly into a rage! 

Ye Xiao absolutely would be chopped into two part by Young Sect Master!” 

The more Fatty Wang thought, the more exquisite he thought the plan was, as he kept prancing about in 

the room, as he began to rain all sorts of praises onto Administrator Chen. 

“Uncle, you’re just too smart, this borrowing knife scheme, is simply perfect! This time Ye Xiao is a 

goner. No matter how much innate talent she has, but in front of Young Sect Master, no one is able to 

withstand a single blow at all! She’s definitely dead, ha ha, she’s definitely a goner! Wretched slut, who 

asked you to ruffle with this Sir Fatty. This time round, just go to hades and cry, ha ha ha ha!” 

… 

On the second morning, Huang Yueli got up rather early. 

The night earlier, she had already gotten notification to report to Administrator Chen’s courtyard as he 

was going to officially arrange all sorts of factotum for the outer disciples today. 

Huang Yueli took her breakfast and headed off together with Su Qingyue and Yu Xinyang. 

When they walked to the courtyard, a few other newly advanced disciples from Celestial Light Academy 

were also preparing to set off, and when they saw Huang Yueli, all of them started to head over to greet 

her. 

“Junior Sister Ye, have you rested well yesterday?” 

“Junior Sister Ye, it was all thanks to you yesterday, at least we don’t need to be chased out.” 



“That’s right, Junior Sister Ye, at least we don’t need to kowtow to anyone, and that’s already the 

biggest advantage. As for other disadvantageous parts, we just need to bear with it. Anyway they don’t 

dare to go overboard!” 

After the conventional greetings, someone patted Huang Yueli’s shoulder as she gave advice with a deep 

expression. 

Huang Yueli was totally puzzled when she heard that and asked curiously, “What do you mean by other 

disadvantageous parts? What did that mean? How come I don’t understand you at all?” 

The person who said the only female student in the Martial Arts Stage top ten, Su Jiasheng. 

“Junior Sister Ye, we also got to know about this yesterday. That Fatty Wang yesterday, was not only the 

grand-nephew of Elder Wang, he is also the nephew of Administrator Chen. Administrator Chen is 

responsible for managing us, and the factotum which we will be arranged to do from now on, will all be 

arranged by him personally!” 

Huang Yueli blinked, “I really couldn’t tell that, Fatty Wang indeed has some backing!” 

Su Jiasheng continued, “Isn’t that so? So, yesterday night, Fatty Wang had already sent someone over to 

scare us, saying that Administrator Chen wouldn’t sit and do nothing about our evil deeds. So today 

when arranging the factotums, he will definitely show us some colours!” 

When Huang Yueli heard that, she frowned, “This fellow, is there an end to this? Simply looking for 

death, or must I go and punch him one more round?” 

Although she really wasn’t willing to deal with rubbish like Fatty Wang, because this was simply too 

degrading! 

But, even if it was one unremarkable mosquito which kept buzzing by her ears daily, that was also very 

irritating alright? It was so irritating that it really made someone wanted to slap it to death! 

When Su Jiacheng heard that, she immediately became anxious and hurriedly persuaded, “Sigh, Junior 

Sister Ye, you usually look like a prudent person, but ever since you entered Qi Deviation, why have you 

become so rash? Don’t be rash to look for Fatty Wang, do you hear me?” 

Huang Yueli went into a blank, “Why say that? Surely you all don’t want to be allocated some disgusting 

factotum right?” 
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Su Jiasheng added, “Of course we don’t wish to but, you’ve already taken such a huge risk on our behalf, 

hurting Fatty Wang seriously, so I’m sure Administrator Chen and him definitely hates you to the core. If 

you were to go find trouble with them, won’t you be walking right into their trap? Nothing should 

happen to you now, and you cannot let them have any chance to trap you!” 

Huang Yueli asked hesitantly, “But, you all…..” 



Su Jiasheng immediately cut her off, “There’s nothing much for us too, isn’t it just slighty tougher 

factotum? Actually the type of factotum is standardized, so no matter how overboard Administrator 

Chen goes, he will not be able to make us eat sh*t, merely just giving away the nicer tasks to others and 

let us work harder only. These are small matters, so we’ll just treat it as part of self-training towards our 

cultivation.” 

Huang Yueli still wanted to say something but a few of them had already walked towards Administrator 

Chen’s courtyard. 

Under the attention of others, they didn’t dared to say anything much as they quietly lined up and 

walked in. 

Administrator Chen’s courtyard was already filled with people. 

The outer discipled who were under the care of Administrator Chen’s allocation of factotum, was not 

only limited to the small bunch of those from Celestial Light Academy. There were many other outer 

disciples who were taken in from elsewhere, and there was a total of one hundred over people, which 

filled the small courtyard fully. 

Administrator Chen kept everyone waiting for quite some time before he arrived late. 

He walked to the high stage in the middle of the courtyard as he cleared his throat. 

“Everyone, firstly congratulations to all of you, for passing the various stages of selection and officially 

entering Celestial Light Sect to become outer disciples! Although you’re only outer disciples, but based 

on the reputation of Celestial Light Sect as the number one Sect, I believe that in everyone else’s eyes, 

you’re already a dragon among the carps!” 

“But, the first step after becoming an outer disciple, to have some achievement in the path of 

cultivation, you cannot afford to slack, and must diligently cultivate. At the same time, you must 

understand and be grateful to the Sect for their nurture, to pledge your loyalty to the Sect, and 

complete the tasks which the Sect had arranged for you.” 

“As an outer disciple, you actually aren’t genuine Celestial Light Sect’s disciples yet, and will need to 

complete factotum for the Sect. Remember, the factotum’s which had been passed to you are all very 

important and you’re not allowed to pick and choose. Whatever you’re allocated, you must try your best 

to complete it. Every time you complete a factotum, you will gain equivalent amount of contribution 

points, and these are something which could be used to exchange for cultivations methods and 

resources in future, so you must cherish it!” 

Saying that, Administrator Chen coughed lightly once more. 

“Alright, now I’m going to arrange factotum for all of you. Will those disciples whose names are being 

called, come over to me to retrieve the token for your task.” 

“Number one Zhong Weifang. Your task is: responsible for West region storeroom’s administration and 

stock taking, to listen to the commands from the storeroom administrator…..” 

“Number two….” 

“Next one is….” 



From the start, there were only a few people who weren’t from Celestial Light Academy, and the tasks 

they were allocated were pretty good. If there’s not something to gain from it, then it would extremely 

idle. 

But very quickly, it was Celestial Light Academy’s disciples turn. 

“Next, Yuan Zeyu. Your task is: in charge of Eastern zone’s inner disciple’s sword sparring training 

grounds and accompany them to train!” 

The minute he said that, it caused waves of shocking gasps among the disciples who were present. 

Some of them started to discuss in whispers. 

“That Yuan Zeyu, I heard he’s number one in Celestial Light Academy? It’s heard that he has a high 

innate talent and is a moldable talent. Why is he being allocated to such a scamming task?” 
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“Right, to accompany them for training… isn’t this task a little too terrible? And to accompany inner 

disciples to train! An outer disciple like him over there, isn’t he there just to be a sandbag for them? I 

think he’d probably be beaten up badly every day, so isn’t this a scam or what?” 

“But I heard that Fatty Wang went over to extort protection fee from the Celestial Light Academy’s 

courtyard, so make a guess what happened in the end?” 

“I heard about it too. It’d said that they refused to pay the protection fee and even beat Fatty Wang up! 

This guts… isn’t it a little too fat! Who doesn’t know that Fatty Wang is the leader among the outer door, 

furthermore he’s even Administrator Chen’s nephew?” 

“I’ve heard that it’s not only like that. Someone said that there’s a powerful top expert among them and 

that person killed Fatty Wang’s silver wolf!” 

Hearing that, everyone present drew in a mouthful of cold air! 

“There’s such a matter happening? No wonder Administrator Chen is treating them in this way? I think 

this Yuan Zeyu sent over to accompany them for training, is not going to be a mere sandbag, his life 

would probably be in danger!” 

The crowd’s glare towards Yuan Zeyu, contained some traces of sympathy. 

What others were discussing about, wouldn’t Yuan Zeyu knew it for himself? But if he wanted to 

continue staying in Celestial Light Sect, then he absolutely cannot refused such a request! 

Administrator Chen saw that he didn’t said anything and continued to pressure, “Yuan Zeyu, why aren’t 

you coming to receive the task token? Are you dissatisfied with the task which I’ve allocated to you? I’m 

telling you, Celestial Light Sect is not for you to play here, if you’re not willing to do this small thing, and 

even wanted to pick the fat and juicy jobs but ignore the thin ones, then you might as well scram back to 

Sky Cloud City!” 

Yuan Zeyu’s expression turned even uglier still. 



In Sky Cloud City, he was held up towards the moon in both hands by the masses, so when had he ever 

suffered such humiliation before? 

However after an intense battle in his heart, he still decided to endure! He came over because he 

wanted to pursue a higher realm in the cultivation path, and how would such small difficulty possibly 

defeat him? 

“Yes, this disciple accepts!” 

He received the task token and clenched it tightly, as he turned around to leave. 

Fatty Wang was hiding in the dark and when he saw his steady footsteps, he sneered in his heart: Good 

that you’ve accepted the task. By then, he’d find someone to thoroughly entertain this Junior Brother 

Yuan! 

But Yuan Zeyu wasn’t his most hatred person, so Fatty Wang hid in his corner, not making any moves, 

waiting to see Huang Yueli get into trouble. 

Whereas Huang Yueli was actually watching Yuan Zeyu’s departing figure, as a gloomy cold glint flashed 

past her eyes. 

Fatty Wang and the others indeed didn’t knew how to repent, and just did whatever they wanted to. Did 

they thought Huang Yueli was someone who they could trifle with? They’d better not move the stone to 

crush it onto their own feet! 

Following that, the number of people who received the factotum tasks were getting more and more. 

Among them, all the Celestial Light Academy’s disciples had received extremely dangerous, and low 

return factotums. 

Anyone with eyes could tell that Administrator Chen was aiming them! 

Celestial Light Academy’s people were rather tough, no one came out to beg for mercy, and had all 

received the task token without a single grumble as they left. 

It was the other disciples below the stage who saw this scenario, they all intentionally evaded them, as 

though they contained some sort of virus on them, afraid of being infected. 

Right until the end, when there wasn’t much people left, Administrator Chen then called out Huang 

Yueli’s name. 

“Next, Ye Xiao. Your task is: to tidy up Young Sect Master’s residence and all the rooms and courtyard.” 

When this sentence came out, all the crowd present were shocked, thinking that they have heard it 

wrongly. 

By the time they could react, the stage below was already bustling. 
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Earlier when they heard those Celestial Light Academy’s practitioners had their tasks allocated, one of 

them were unluckier than the other, as the tasks were more scamming than the previous one. 

Everyone had already guessed that, the person who offended Fatty Wang the most, was definitely Ye 

Xiao who killed his Iron Claw Silver Wolf. 

The other’s allocated tasks were already so lousy, so if it was Ye Xiao’s turn…. They wondered how 

miserable would it be? 

Many of them, after they had received their task tokens, they refused to leave, wanting to hear the 

answer personally. 

In the end, waiting for more than half a day, they received such an unexpected result! 

The task which she received in turn, was not some tough task. Not only was it not tough, it was an 

uncanny beautiful task! 

Although the task of cleaning up wasn’t too high class, but that was to clean up in the Young Sect 

Master’s residence! 

Who was the Young Sect Master? In Celestial Light Sect, although the position of Sect Master seemed to 

be the highest, but to those who understood Celestial Light Sect clearly, Celestial Light Sect’s most 

revered position, was not anyone else, but Li Moying! 

It was only because he was Murong De’s disciple and had maintained some sense of respect towards his 

own Master. 

To be able to stay beside Young Sect Master to do duties, even if it was just a cleaning factotum, that 

would be considered as another step advancing to the sky, and she was probably going to fly into riches 

pretty soon. 

If Young Sect Master took an interest in her, it was even possible to become a direct disciple, and even if 

she wasn’t able to enter Young Sect Master’s eye then she would at least obtain Young Sect Master’s 

Shadow Guards pointers, which was also a good thing, since many of them were all direct disciples! 

Other than this, Young Sect Master was so handsome, even if there wasn’t any advantages, just based 

on the fact that she could look at Young Sect Master from afar, that would be a factotum which 

numerous female disciples were willing to go ahead and snatch this opportunity! 

Momentarily, everyone’s gazes towards Huang Yueli were mixed with envy, jealousy and hatred. 

Especially those female disciples, when they looked at her, their eyes were practically breathing fire! 

Such a wonderful factotum, when would it be their turn? 

Hadn’t she had a feud with Administrator Chen and Fatty Wang? Why did they arranged such a nice task 

for her? 

Ah ah ah ah, who wouldn’t want to stay beside Young Sect Master? If they had better luck and Young 

Sect Master had taken a fancy to them, allowing them to climb onto his bed, then even as a concubine, 

that would be the most fortunate thing which happened to them! 



When Huang Yueli herself heard this, she was extremely astonished, as she blinked her watery huge 

eyes, unable to react instantly. 

“Ugh… Administrator Chen, your meaning, is for me to help Li… Young Sect Master clean up his room?” 

A malicious glint flashed past his sinister eyes but his face held a blossoming smiling expression, as he 

used his fingers to play around with a few strands of his beard on his lower jaw. 

“Of course, you haven’t heard me wrongly! Your factotum is to clean up Young Sect Master’s residence. 

You’re a girl and you’re meticulous, so I believe that you will definitely be able to do this factotum 

properly. This is the best task among this batch of factotums! If it wasn’t for your outstanding innate 

talent, with a bright future, I wouldn’t allocate this to you at all!” 

Administrator Chen bore a tone which seemed as though he eagerly sought after people of worth and 

ability. If it was anyone else, they might think that he was really thinking of Huang Yueli’s behalf! 

“Don’t you underestimate this task. It might be simple but Young Sect Master’s demands are very high. 

You must maintain a high degree of cleanliness in every single room. Rest assured, as long as you do it 

well, you will win Young Sect Master’s favour!” 
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Huang Yueli listened to Administrator Chen describing the task passionately, as her brow started to 

furrow. 

She didn’t need to think before she knew that the factotum which Administrator Chen allocated to her, 

definitely has a problem, perhaps there was some sort of scheming plot involved. 

Otherwise, even Yuan Zeyu and the rest were arranged such dangerous tasks, why was she the only one 

who was given a beautiful task? Not only the others couldn’t believed it, she wasn’t going to believe it 

anyway. 

Only…. She didn’t know what these people were thinking of? 

Although Huang Yueli was sceptical, her hands had already stretched out to receive the task token. 

“Thank you Administrator Chen for your care! This kind of factotum, really isn’t found anywhere easily! 

You really take good care of me! I will work really hard, to make sure that Young Sect Master is 

satisfied!” 

No matter what Administrator Chen was thinking about, this task to her, was totally advantageous for 

her, without a single disadvantage. It was simply like a cake falling right from the sky, dropping onto her 

head! 

She was worried about how to meet Li Moying, and in the end? Administrator Chen specially gave her a 

chance, so that she could get closer to Li Moying openly! 

Such a good matter, how could she possibly push it away, so she must definitely hurry and grab it! 



As for what plot Administrator Chen and Fatty Wang were scheming…. Anyway they didn’t pose any 

threat to them. To her they were just two clowns so what could they possibly do to her? When she and 

Li Moying have reunited, then she naturally needn’t be afraid of them any further! 

Huang Yueli was in a good mood, as her face couldn’t help but reveal a smile. 

Administrator Chen watched her leaving with an at ease look, as he couldn’t help but sneered in his 

heart. 

This wretched lass indeed hadn’t noticed anything wrong, and thought that she had been allocated a 

beautiful task, even smiling so happily! He he, just let her smile since she could, it was just merely for 

these two days. When Young Sect Master returns, she would immediately turn into a corpse! 

After Huang Yueli left, the remaining outer disciples broke out. 

“Heavens, have I heard wrongly? Administrator Chen actually arranged such an easy and good factotum 

task for Ye Xiao! Ahhh, why? Wasn’t she supposed to have a feud with Administrator Chen and the 

rest?” 

“Yes, this is too strange! Could it be that, we’ve really misunderstood Administrator Chen? He doesn’t 

set people up intentionally?” 

“But how about the earlier few, Yuan Zeyu and the rest, how do you explain theirs? Those 

accompanying to train jobs, are simply too dangerous!” 

“Dangerous… it depends on how you read it? Perhaps Administrator Chen just wanted to train them? 

Otherwise…. to help Young Sect Master, sigh, how would such a factotum even be Ye Xiao’s turn!” 

The crowd were chattering non-stop, and all of them were envious of Huang Yueli’s luck. 

Fatty Wang was hiding in one corner listening, and he almost wanted to jump out and tell everyone that 

that little slut was going to be dead soon! Furthermore, this was the consequence of offending him Fatty 

Wang! 

But he recalled Administrator Chen’s reminder, that before Huang Yueli reported to Li Moying’s 

residence, this matter absolutely cannot be revealed so Fatty Wang tried his hardest to control his 

mouth. 

Hmph, just let you continue to be happy for these two more days! 

… 

In the early afternoon, everyone’s tasks had all been allocated. 

According to Celestial Light Sect’s regulations, in the late afternoon, everyone will have to report to the 

respective factotum administrators which they were allocated to. 

Huang Yueli was extremely excited as she casually ate a little lunch and ran over to report. 

But unfortunately she had not met the person whom she wanted to meet. 

Li Moying’s housekeeper was originally Mo Qi, but Mo Qi had been chased out to join the search party. 



Chapter 1189: Li Moying’s turf (1) 

 

So the person who was currently in charge of handing Li Moying’s residence’s factotum, was an elderly 

administrator whom Celestial Light Sect had temporarily arranged. 

This administrator, happened to be Elder Wang’s relative, so he’s considered to be Fatty Wang’s Great 

Granduncle. 

Fatty Wang shoved a huge sum of spirit stones to him, so that he would help to scam Huang Yueli. 

This sum was really huge. In order for Fatty Wang to seek revenge for his Iron Claw Silver Wolf, he had 

indeed dug out all his treasures! 

Administrator Wang was tempted by the large sum of money, and recalling that Fatty Wang was their 

own relative, plus the matter that he was tasked to do was as easy as lifting a finger, so Administrator 

only took a moment to consider before agreeing to it. 

Huang Yueli walked up to Administrator Wang and handed the task token to him, explaining her 

presence. 

Administrator Wang opened his dazed eyes as he casted her a sideways glance, “I know, you’re the new 

cleaning factotum. This Old Man will first say the ugly words, although this factotum is a beautiful task, 

but if you must do it well. Young Sect Master especially loves a clean environment, and hates things 

which are disorderly! You must be especially meticulous to ensure that your cleaning doesn’t miss any 

corner. Otherwise if Young Sect Master were to blame you, no one will be able to help, have you heard 

me clearly?” 

He especially emphasized not missing “any corner”, which implied that Huang Yueli had to enter every 

single room to clean properly. 

Huang Yueli felt that his tone was weird, but didn’t give it much thought as she just obediently nodded 

her head. 

Li Moying’s residence, she naturally must clean it properly. Furthermore that man indeed loved a clean 

environment, sometimes to the point of being mysophobic. 

But Huang Yueli wasn’t afraid of him blaming her, because from her past life, no matter how much that 

man was dissatisfied, he hadn’t dared to say her, and would only start cleaning up by himself, as well as 

to service Eldest Miss Huang. 

Even when in Celestial Light Academy, when she and Li Moying were cohabiting, it was Li Moying who 

made the bed, while she was having breakfast by the side. 

Administrator Wang saw her non objecting expression as he secretly laughed in his heard. 

This lady was indeed dumb! To be scammed till this extent, and still not realising anything, yet showing 

such an excited look? 



But, after careful thoughts, that was understandable, after all she was going to help out Young Sect 

Master! A female disciple able to stay by Young Sect Master’s side, how much rationality could she 

preserve? 

That could only be because of Young Sect Master’s amazing charm. So many young ladies had already 

thrown themselves at him, even Eldest Miss Murong was no exception. The ordinary young lady in front 

of him, was going to be smitten to confusion. 

Administrator Wang didn’t had any interest in someone who was about to die, so he simply added a few 

sentences of concern, before letting her off to tidy up Li Moying’s courtyard. 

Huang Yueli took a mop and cleaning cloth, as she lifted a bucket and walked into Li Moying’s courtyard. 

This was the place where the man she liked lived, so she was naturally filled with curiosity, as she kept 

glancing around. 

Li Moying’s likes in this lifetime, seemed not much different from her previous life. The courtyard wasn’t 

very big and from the outside it looked very plain, but the minute one walked in, it was a totally 

different world. 

The courtyard was elaborately laid with seventh tier and above upper grade materials, extremely lavish, 

but Huang Yueli knew that this man’s motive wasn’t to flaunt his fortune but to ensure that his 

residence was safe and comfortable, well-fortified. 

Li Moying’s residence originally was located at the rear mountain of Celestial Light Sect gathering point, 

and he had set up various eighth tier spirit gathering arrays, so the entire mountain artery’s Profound Qi 

had continuously flowed and gathered towards his courtyard! 

Chapter 1190: Li Moying’s turf (2) 

 

The intensity of the Profound Qi was at least three times as compared to outside! 

This absolutely was the best fengshui treasured place for going into closed door cultivation. 

Not only that, Li Moying’s courtyard looked like there wasn’t any defence mechanism, as his entrance 

had a few guards. 

But in the eyes of a professional high levelled armament master like Huang Yueli, this courtyard’s 

surrounding mechanisms were so concentrated, that no one had ever heard of before! Even if she were 

to personally asked to set this up, it would take a huge amount of effort! 

If some blind senseless person were to intrude in on purpose, or had some ulterior motive, they would 

absolutely not be able to get away with it. On the contrary, that person would die a horrendous death! 

Even if Li Moying was not in the Sect, no one could casually enter his turf. 

Having this thought, Huang Yueli felt her luck wasn’t too bad after all, right after she took on this 

ineffable factotum, she was able to enter the inner chamber right away! 

Huang Yueli’s mood was great, as she started humming a tune and kept looking around. 



It wasn’t as though she had the intentions to do the factotum properly, so when she was working, she 

was extremely slack, most of the time she just casually swiped the table cloth across the surfaces, then 

pondered on the fact that when she met Li Moying tomorrow, how would she bring up the topic of their 

previous lives. 

Actually the last time when she heard Li Moying talk in his sleep, she was still dubious about Li Moying’s 

identity, and couldn’t confirm. 

But she thought a lot during this period of time. The more she thought carefully, the more she felt Li 

Moying was indeed Mu Chengying, because the similarities between the both of them was simply too 

high! 

Furthermore, recently she had heard some news that Soaring Heavens Continent’s number one top 

expert, Blue Profound Sect’s Sect Master Mu, had went into closed door cultivation in the same year 

which she passed on, and he had not been out for the past fourteen years! 

There was also a rumour that after Mu Chengying battled the Seven Sacred Lands’ top experts in 

Northern Ice Fields, breaking the prohibition against taking lives, he himself was severely injured so he 

went into Rigid Closed Cultivation. 

After so many years, he had not been out since, so perhaps he might had already died inside. 

Not only the rumours were so, even those large Sects had started to provoke Blue Profound Sect, but 

not once had Mu Chengying came out to respond, so that further certified the other’s guesses. 

Huang Yueli indistinctly felt that, something was not right with Li Moying. 

In the past, he had never gone into closed door cultivation for such a long period of time. As he was a 

thunder attributed practitioner, so normally he would need to energize his potential in the middle of 

battles, before hs could advance, so just based on closed door cultivation won’t do any good. 

But after finding out about Li Moying’s matters, she wasn’t willing to accept this deduction 

subconsciously, and refused to think about the possibility something happening to Mu Chengying. 

But now, since she started to doubt Li Moying’s identity, then linking all the cause and effects together, 

she got more and more certain that her guess was correct! 

“I wonder, what happened to Mu Chengying after I self-exploded? But he seemed to have totally lost his 

memories, so probably he himself doesn’t even know? Looks like I can only slowly check…..” 

… 

After Huang Yueli went through one round, on seeing that the day was not young anymore, she headed 

back to the outer disciple’s residence. 

Su Qingyue had already returned to her room. 

She was considered lucky, as she didn’t made any move while arguing with Fatty Wang, so the factotum 

which she was allocated wasn’t that bad at all, just responsible for the West mountain’s medicinal farm 

to water the herbs and get rid of weeds. Although taking care of such a large medicinal farm was 

extremely tiring, but at least there wasn’t any danger. 



Seeing Huang Yueli’s return, she immediately rushed up and putting on her gossip cap, she asked, “Sister 

Li, how was it? Is Young Sect Master’s courtyard very pretty?” 

 


